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Working Group Review of IEEE 802.16e-03/07r5
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Deadline: 2 January 2004 (“AOE”)
Task Group e (on “Mobile Wireless MAN”) of the IEEE 802.16 Working Group on
Broadband Wireless Access has developed a baseline document (IEEE 802.16e-03/07r5)
constructed as an amendment to the IEEE 802.16 Standard, as previously amended by
IEEE 802.16a and 802.16c and then revised in the P802.16-REVd project.
The Working Group is seeking to refine this baseline document in preparation for
submission to a Working Group Letter Ballot, planned for January 2004. This Working
Group Review invites comments on IEEE 802.16e-03/07r5 for consideration at Session
#28 (12-15 January 2004 at the Hyatt Regency Vancouver, Vancouver, BC, Canada).
Commenters are encouraged to be thorough and concise. Comments must identify
specific concerns or areas to address and must propose specific text changes to the
Working Document. As this document has been accepted by Task Group e as baseline
text, any technical changes will require a 75% vote. It is, therefore, strongly
recommended that contributors/commenters provide sufficient technical justification such
as performance data, either actual or simulated, in support of any proposed changes.
To submit comments (with or without an associated contribution), use the standalone
program Commentary (version 1.5 or higher). Commentary is available at
<http://ieee802.org/16/docs/Commentary>. Please submit comments by emailing them to
<ballot16e@wirelessman.org> by the deadline of 2 January 2004 AOE (“Anywhere on
Earth”).
Contributions (associated with comments or not) should use Task Group e contribution
numbering and are subject to the same deadline. They should be uploaded to the TGe
upload directory at <http://tge.wirelessman.org> following the instructions at
<http://wirelessman.org/submit.html>
Comments and contributions will be posted to the 802.16 Web Site.
For further information, contact either of the following:
• Task Group e Chair: Brian Kiernan <brian.kiernan@interdigital.com>
• IEEE 802.16 Working Group Chair: Roger Marks <marks@nist.gov>

